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論文内容要約 
This dissertation proposes concepts of robot hands with universal usability and mechanisms to implement the 
concepts. Two robot hands are developed based on the proposed concepts and mechanisms. 
An industrial robot system usually consists of robots and peripheral devices, such as fixtures, parts feeders, and end 
effectors. These peripheral devices are designed for a workpiece that is handled by the robot system and uniquely determines 
the pose of the workpieces relative to the robot. The robot performs its task on the assumption that the workpiece is fixed to 
designed poses by peripheral devices. Peripheral devices with customized designs for a workpiece are not versatile; they are 
not used for other workpieces with different shapes. Conventional automation systems with peripheral devices lack in 
flexibility for change of workpieces because the systems require customized devices for each different workpiece. This 
conventional automation approach is also not suitable for tasks in which robots handle different kinds of workpieces. 
Automation systems require to handle different kinds of workpieces without customized peripheral devices for 
acquiring flexibility and versatility. Instead of using peripheral positioning devices, automation systems need to estimate the 
poses of workpieces with various dimensions versatilely. End effectors for automation systems should also be versatile and 
usable to handle different kinds of workpieces in a variety of tasks, without customization for a specific use. This dissertation 
focuses on the developments of robot hands with versatility and usability for automation and clarifies concepts for such robot 
hands. 
Three critical concepts for a universal robot hand are first proposed. The three concepts have been developed by 
focusing on the advantages and issues of parallel grippers, which have been commonly utilized as an end effector in 
automation systems. The parallel grippers with linear guide mechanisms are easy to use as an end effector because of 
simplicity in terms of motion and control. However, the parallel grippers cannot have larger finger strokes than the lengths of 
the linear guide. In other words, the finger strokes are always smaller than the widths of the grippers. When an end effector of 
the automation system has a large width, the collision between the end effector and objects in the workspace can occur more 
easily compared to that of an end effector with a smaller width. Therefore, end effectors with small dimensions are desirable 
for collision avoidance. On the other hand, for grasping objects with different dimensions using a gripper, the gripper requires a 
large enough finger stroke to grip all objects. Three concepts are proposed to meet both these conflicting requirements. The first 
concept requires a large stroke coupled with a compact width. This concept will address some of the issues with conventional 
parallel grippers. The second and third concepts are linear finger motion and low actuation degrees of freedom, respectively. 
These concepts allow for a broader range of use than parallel grippers. 
Based on the proposed concepts, A Linearly Open-close mechanism Hand with Two fingers (ALOHA-2) is 
proposed. ALOHA-2 can open and close the two fingers along a single linear trajectory with the fingers' orientations kept 
parallel to each other. A key mechanism for the open-close motion is also proposed. ALOHA-2 changes its width depending 
on the fingers' opening width, due to the proposed open-close mechanism. Because of this feature, ALOHA-2 can be designed 
to have a larger finger stroke relative to its minimum width, which solves one of the issues with conventional parallel grippers. 
The proposed mechanism has been analyzed for finger backlash and gripping force. This analytical data has then formed the 
basis for the design and development of ALOHA-2. The gripping force of ALOHA-2 has been measured experimentally. The 
basic grasping performance of ALOHA-2 has been tested through experiments of grasping industrial parts with various 
dimensions. As a practical use of ALOHA-2, bin-picking experiments have been conducted using a robot system and 
ALOHA-2. For an investigation of the utility of ALOHA-2, bin-picking experiments using a commercially available parallel 
gripper have also been conducted to compare the performance of ALOHA-2 and the commercial gripper. The results of the 

































Fingers rotation to switch the fingers configuration from Three-finger mode to Two-finger mode. 
 
Next, A Linearly Open-close mechanism Hand with Three fingers (ALOHA-3) is proposed. ALOHA-3 has also 
been developed according to the concepts above for universal utility. Three fingers of ALOHA-3 are opened and closed using 
an actuator and another parallel open-close mechanism. The open-close mechanism is also analyzed for the finger backlash and 
the gripping force, similar to the ALOHA-2 open-close mechanism, using the analytical model. ALOHA-3 is also able to 
change finger configurations by rotating two fingers around the center axis of the hand, as well as to open and to close the 
fingers. There are two modes of fingers configurations: the fingers are arranged at regular intervals around the center of the 
hand (Three-finger mode), and the two rotating fingers are arranged to be opposite to the other non-rotating finger (Two-finger 
mode). Two novel mechanisms are proposed: ``finger rotation mechanism'' and ``finger alignment mechanism" for switching 
between the configuration modes. The two mechanisms together perform the mode switching motion using a single actuator. 
ALOHA-3 has two motors for the open-close motion and the mode switching motion, respectively. The grasping performance 
of ALOHA-3 has been demonstrated through the grasping experiments of different objects. 
This dissertation has three major contributions to the studies and the developments of automation technologies and 
grasping mechanisms. First, concepts of a universally usable robot hand for tasks that have not yet been automated by 
conventional approaches have been proposed. The proposed concepts have been developed by clarifying the issue of the 
conventional parallel grippers, which are usually utilized as an end effector in automation systems. These concepts may inspire 
other mechanisms and robot hands for automation of tasks. Next, the two parallel open-close mechanisms have been proposed. 
The mechanisms have also been analyzed for practical design and development. The proposed mechanisms have a universal 
function to change linear motion input to another linear motion in a different direction as the output. These mechanisms might 
also be used in future applications. Finally, two robot hands have been developed according to the three concepts for universal 
utility stated earlier. The performance of ALOHA-2 and ALOHA-3, verified by experiments, have shown the practical utility 
of the proposed mechanisms and concepts. 
 
